## MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICS

**REMARKS LEGEND** -

Vehicle i.d.(v) numbers:
- JA = 1988 model year
- KA = 1989 model year
- LA = 1990 model year
- MA = 1991 model year
- NA = 1992 model year
- PA = 1993 model year
- RA = 1994 model year

### MONEY-SAVING KITS NOTED IN RED TYPE

#### Fuses & Fuse Covers

1. 9614 FUSE PACK, assorted ratings, spade fitment  
   A/R
2. MUC9218G FUSE COVER, Grey
   Up to (v) JA351032
   MUC921BRUNG FUSE COVER, Bokhara
   From (v) KA351033 to KA399972
3. MUC5485RUNG FUSE COVER, Bokhara
   From (v) LA399973 to MA610293
4. BTR3486RUNG FUSE COVER, Bokhara
   From (v) MA610294 on

#### Relays

1. 3 AMR3928 REPAIR KIT, main harness fuse link
   From (v) PA models to RA647649
2. 4 PRC5082 RELAY, flasher unit
   Up to (v) KA399972
3. PRC887 RELAY, flasher unit
   Up to (v) MA610293
   YWT10002L RELAY, flasher unit, with trailer socket
   From (v) MA610294 to R6467650 on
4. YWT10003G RELAY, flasher unit, without trailer socket
   From (v) MA610294 to R6467650 on
5. 5 YWB10027L RELAY, multiple application, yellow case, genuine
   YWB10027L RELAY, multiple application, yellow case
   6 YWB10032 RELAY, multiple application, green case
   YPB91003G RELAY, delay, courtesy light/air susp., grey case
   7 PRC9448G RELAY, delay, courtesy light/air susp., grey case
   8 AFU2913GE RELAY, fuel injection and pump, aluminum case
   87108 RELAY, Hella, 15 amp fused, Universal application
   9 PRC5434G LOGIC UNIT, low logic
   Up to (v) MA models

### Brake Light & Courtesy Light Switches

1. 12 PRC6776G HARNESS, brake pad wear sensor, front
   Up to (v) KA374641
2. 13 PRC4813G HARNESS, brake pad wear sensor, rear
   Up to (v) MA610293
3. 18 RTC6742 SENSOR KIT, ABS, LH rear
   Up to (v) MA610293
4. 19 RTC6743 SENSOR KIT, ABS, RH rear
   Up to (v) MA610293
5. 20 STC90 SENSOR KIT, ABS, front axle
   Up to (v) MA610293
6. 21 STC1864 SENSOR KIT, ABS, RH front
   From (v) MA610294 on
7. 22 STC1865 SENSOR KIT, ABS, LH front
   From (v) MA610294 on
8. PRC9601 RELAY, ABS pump and valve, Hella
   From (v) MA610718 on

### ABS Sensors

1. 16 PRC6776G SENSOR KIT, ABS, RH rear
   19 SENSOR KIT, PRC5474
   17 HARNESS, PRC5474
   18 HARNESS, PRC5474
2. 20 SENSOR KIT, PRC5474
   21 RELAY, PRC5474

### Emissions Relay

1. 22 PRC7038G RELAY, emissions maintenance reminder
   From (v) JA301413 on

### Horn

1. 23 YEB10026 HORN, high note
   From (v) RA647650 on

### Sunroof Motors

1. 24 MXC8407G MOTOR, steel sunroof
   From (v) LA64553 on
2. 25 MXC9547G MOTOR, glass sunroof
   From (v) MA646554 on

### CD Player

1. 26 STC961G BATTERY, alarm remote control
   From (v) MA646966 on; change batteries in pairs

### Antenna

1. 27 AMR3053G AUTOCHANGER ASSY, compact disc
   From (v) MA646966 on
2. 28 ATN798G ANTENNA, audio system, external mounting
   From (v) MA646966 on
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